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More Transgender Violence: Confused Teen Kills Mother
and Mother’s Boyfriend

Libs of TikTok/X
Julia Egler & Kelley McCollom

In another act of transgender violence, a
Florida mother and her younger boyfriend
were reportedly murdered by her
transgender daughter in the early morning
hours of July 7 in Palm Bay, Florida. Sixteen-
year-old Julia Grace Egler reportedly
confessed to committing the crime after
staging a break-in to her home. She had first
claimed a male assailant had broken a
sliding glass door and shot 38-year-old
Kelley McCollom, Egler’s mother, and her
22-year-old boyfriend, Matthew Szejnrok.

The Crime
According to police reports, Egler cracked
under interrogation and admitted to
breaking in to her mother’s room and taking
a .38 caliber revolver and ammunition. When
the mother and her boyfriend returned
home, Egler greeted them with a chilling
“Welcome home” before unloading the
revolver into the couple.

Egler did not succeed in killing Szejnrok at first, and began to finish the job with a kitchen knife. She
stabbed him repeatedly before finally reloading and shooting him in the head at the victim’s request.
The teen then called 911 and reported a break-in. Egler’s break-in story quickly unraveled when police
found bloody footprints matching Egler’s shoes and other contradictory evidence.

Reportedly, Egler killed McCollom because she was unhappy that her mother was not more supportive
of her gender transition. She was also upset that her mother was dating a 22-year-old. The teen is being
held in a juvenile detention facility, and faces two charges of first-degree premeditated murder.

Transgender Trend
It’s just the latest example of violence associated with transgenderism. Perhaps the most famous
example of transgender violence is that of Audrey Hale, the 28-year-old “transgender” who shot up the
Covenant School in Nashville, Tennessee in March 2023. Hale killed three children and three adults in
her rampage. She wrote in her “manifesto,” “I hope I have a high death count” and that she was “Ready
to die. Ha Ha.”

The attack by Hale inspired another transgendered individual, Jason Lee Willie, who also goes by the
female pseudonym Alexia N. Willie, to plan a similar crime. Willie was arrested before he could
complete his mission, but had threatened:
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We’re out here walking into your school, shooting your children, and I’m gonna tell you
right now, I’m gonna be one of them and the FBI isn’t gonna stop me, but I’m gonna kill
your children out here.

And that’s not all. Mia Bailey, a 28-year-old “transgender,” is accused of killing his parents and firing at
his brother and his wife in Washington City, Utah, in June. Maya McKinney, aka “Alec,” and 18-year-old
Devon Erickson shot up a STEM school in Colorado, killing one and injuring eight. Snochia Moseley,
another transgendered person, killed three at a Maryland warehouse in 2018.

X user Benny Johnson noted the trend of transgender shooters in a March 2023 post:

The Colorado Springs shooter identified as non binary.The Denver shooter identified as
trans. The Aberdeen shooter identified as trans. The Nashville shooter identified as trans.
One thing is VERY clear: the modern trans movement is radicalizing activists into terrorists.

It isn’t surprising that so many gender-confused individuals are connected with violence. Despite trans
activists’ fondest hopes, the entire transgender movement is closely associated with mental illnesses
such as bipolar depression and schizophrenia. Shooting such people full of cross-gender hormones is
just asking for trouble.
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